phone. Although we see teleconferencing gradually
becoming a regular part of the business environment,
videophones have yet to take off. The fact that such services are so intimately tied to activities in our everyday
lives makes it extremely difficult to predict what services
will be provided in the future based strictly on technologies. As such, we cannot focus on the telecommunications
industry alone, but we must look at a bmad range of other
media in considering telecommunications serviccs of the
future.
Communications, entertainment, and other fields have
Telephone, Teleconferencing
recently undergone some rather significant changes. In essence, we are seeing the emergence of fields such as com- 2. Towurd the realization oj:jiiturc media
munications and entertainment in cyberspace. A good
exltmple of this in the telecoiiimunications industry is the.
emergence of the Internet as a new comnunications theme, the research areas connected to the following techvenue. The lnternet connects people all around the world nologies will become important.
Technologies for generating any kind of cyberspace
in a way that could well be thought of as cyberspace on a
Technologies for warping into cyberspace
massive scale. In this cyberspace, people conimunicate
Technologies for manipulating objects in cyberspace
with others, shop, and seek out new information.
Technologies for communicating with residents of
Let’s look at the huge movie market that makes up the
cyberspace
entertainment industry. Movies today incorporate digital
and computer graphics technologies that are creating a
whole new generation of movies. Digital and computer References
1. Mark Knapp ~VonwrbuICommunicalion in Wunrurt Interaction. New
graphics technologies have given us ultra-rea1isti.cworlds York: Holt.. Kinehart and Winston. 1972.
never before possible in conventional movies. In other
2. P. Ekman, “Facial Expression and Emotion,”Ainericun Psyhologisr
words, they give us the capacity to create new cyber- 48, IIP. 384-392. 1993.
spaces. On the other hand, video games, especially role 3. Marshall Mclxhan, I/ndr.rs/tmdingMedia, Ncw York: McGraw-Hill,
playing games (RPGs),allow people to enjoy a good story 1964.
as heroes in a cyberspace or virtual world.
4.Byron Reeves and Clifford Nass, Thr Medid/ Equation. Cambridge,
Such trends must be taken into account when consider- CSLI Publications, 1996.
ing the future image of multimedia networks, and they are
the same trends found in technological forecasts that point Audio-visual Interaction in Multimodal
toward the integration of telecommunications and broad- Communication
casting. From this standpoint, therefore, we have no Rumu Chellappu, Uni ve mity or M a pkind;
choice when looking at new services for the future but to Tsidzan C h i , A T&T Lahs; Aggelos Kutsaggelos,
consider images that include a variety of media outside of Northwestern University
telecommunications, such as broadcast media like televiMultimedia signal processing is more than simply
sion, entertainment media like movies, and video-game ”putting together” text: audio, images, and video. It is the
media like those games so popular among children. Figure integration and interaction among these different media
2 shows the connection between conventional media and that creates new systems and new rescarch challenges and
media of the future.
opportunities. It is being realized that unimodal analysis
Let’s look at the state of telecommunications in the fu- using audio or video can deliver acceptable performance
ture based on the trends described above. The general levels only in benign situations; the performance deview on telecoIniziuriications of the future is that we will creases rapidly when countermeasures are taken. For excommunicate across distance and time as well as cultures, ample, person authentication systems useful in security,
and that we will communicate naturally with computers in access control, and surveillance applications do not percyberspace. This concept includes the original goal of form well when subjects age, wear masks and disguises, or
telecommunications: communications with anyone, any- when the resolution is not good or poor lighting conditions
where, and anytime. If we accept this broad concept, we are present. Many of these difiiculti.escan be overcoine by
can offer an extremely broad image for the future that in- adding an audio signature along with video.
in multimodal communication where human speech is
cludes telecommunications as well as other media. Therefore, it is important, I believe, for MMSP researchers to involved, audio-visual interaction is particularly signifiselect research directions based on this future view of tele- cant. The most interesting phenomenon pertaining to this
communications. Although I do not list each research interaction is the “McGurk Effect” 11 J. It shows that hu-
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